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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Fairings, Part II - Size

original hand-worked 1100 0.040 aluminum was plan- ished with the air hammer using steel over plastic to ... battery and a few reagents, I discover the obvious: ... 
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Nuts & Bolts



Craft & Technique



Aircraft Fairings, Part II



FAIRING WORK is INTERESTING sion of the repair process to a enough that it can't be covwing root fairing from our ered in one article, so we'll Cabin Waco. This section discontinue from our start in cusses the rear portion above the August "Craft and Techthe lower wing on the right nique," which addressed side of the airplane, and it fairing construction. ConJoining, planishing, and finishing has sustained some rather s t r u c t i n g or r e p a i r i n g a unusual damage. fairing (or fillet) tends to KENT WHITE Looking at this damage divide itself into four dis(in the second photo) retinct categories: veals many perforations Development of the and gouges caused by what measurements, subsequent looks to be spikes on paspatterns or templates, and sengers' boots. This area is the mock-up or station just below the right door, buck, or "buck" (if needed), where passengers' feet give which physically represents a push upon entering the the part. Development may cabin. This airplane's many also require pattern analysis years of service to the Buof the topography of the reau of Land Management compound shape to deterleads us to the "loggers' cork mine exactly where to This wing root fillet is from the remaining Thunderbird, boots" conclusion. stretch or s h r i n k and by flown by Roscoe Turner. Though thoroughly dented, the In addition, the area was original hand-worked 1100 0.040 aluminum was plan- at one time gas welded, how much. Forming and fitting com- ished with the air hammer using steel over plastic to hammered, and sanded and poses the next step in the avoid stretching, keeping both the shape and the fit, then subjected to more of the same abuse. With all this process that entails making and leaving a smooth ready-to-paint finish. wear and repair, the area now has the a blank out of the correct sheet stock, transferring any analysis to all the strength and thickness of aluminum foil, leaving me no choice the blank, and working the shape but surgery. With my trusty crossinto it. Fitting the smooth part pein hammer, I thump around the nicely ends this segment. area with its sharp corner to identify Joining the individual segments where the good metal stops. After may sometimes require rivets, but satisfying my need for accurate remost of our compound shapes require connaissance of the terrain, I have welding, and butt-welding at that. only a couple of errant rounded dimJoining requires that the pieces are fit, ples in the "good zone" to knock flat. tacked, and welded completely. And the alloy is? Rather than perPlanishing and metal finishing are forming the unreliable but protracted the final steps in the process and al- The damage on the Waco fairing is un"scratch and sniff" alloy identification low a craftsperson to either ready the usual—and terminal. It required surgery. test, I use a small portable alloy test part for paint by simply planishing or kit. In a few minutes, using a 9-volt to prep for polishing with some fine battery and a few reagents, I discover sanding (one form of metal finishing) the obvious: It's 1100 aluminum, and after the planishing step. 0.040 inches thick at that. This we can Because we covered the first two areas fairly well in August, I'll focus on weld instead of rivet. joining and metal finishing. The first Good fit, same alloy and thickness, segment entailed a practical discusbut no compound shape, yet. Sport Aviation
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Tacking properly without fixtures enables spot-on alignment and mini mal distortion. I also weld the face that resists less.



The tacks want to go up one side more than the other, so who am I to argue? Planishing in between helps limit distortion noticeably.



Gas welded, complete, and with the flux cleaned off, I can really go to town!



Using the sharp dimples highlighting the thin spots to guide my pen, I mark out the best area to be grafted. Because my plan entails stitching a new section into the middle of the panel, 1 must plan ahead if this patch is to go smoothly. First, I make rounded corners be-



cause knots of excessive weld filler metal and weld stresses tend to accumulate in square corners. Second, I keep to longish straightaways for the ease of fitting. This results in the efficient and professional-looking repair 1 have come to call the large "rat-bite patch."



Snipping along the marked line, careful to make a smooth even cut, I blank out an oversize piece of stock and give it a simple curve to match the major contour of the fairing section. Now, should 1 work the compound shape into the patch? Well, dear reader, that would take time,
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and it's not really necessary. You can cut out the patch with just the simple contour in it, fit it, weld it in, and then hammer in the contour as you hammer out the weld and the weld's distortion. Remember, if you can get a straightedge to lie flat against the panel in any direction, then that panel has a simple contour created by radius bending, rolling, or pressing. If you cannot get the straightedge to lie flat in any direction, then the panel has a compound shape created by manipulation of the surface area, either by shrinking to reduce the area, stretching to increase it, or by both processes. Hold the panel solidly while you scribe the shape of the opening onto the curved oversized blank. Fixtures are not as suitable for welding light, floppy, twisting compound shapes as they are for rigid tubing, angles, and bars. To keep it from flapping about while scribing and fitting and tacking and welding, I flop a couple of shot bags down around it to hold it tight for both operations. Now match up the curved oversized patch to the fairing in a manner that gives the best fit and spring clip it in place. Using a f i n e l y pointed scribe, mark out the line as accurately as possible. Cutting it out leaves me with two choices: either clip away until the patch fits the hole or clip slightly away from the scribed line and then file right to the line for a perfect fit. After the patch fits, you have to tack the thing in place. Because you need to avoid distortion and keep the patch from shifting around in the hole, many people would bung down a welding fixture—and miss all the fun. Using a witness mark at a few strategic spots enables you to keep the precious alignment, but only if you can see the marks as you tack the piece in place and put the tacks in areas relatively free from heat-caused distortion.



I look for these strategic spots in curves and crowns and away from edges. Sometimes lightly hammering the seam down against a dolly will tighten the mating edges sufficiently to avoid distortion, but it remains for the application of the welding heat to determine exactly where the distortion will occur. I make the marks across the seam, at 90 degrees to it and about 1/2-inch long. If I gas weld the part, then I have the advantage of seeing the mark and the distortion quite easily through the Shade 5 welding lens. If 1 use TIG, then I have to clamp, tack, hammer, tack, break the tack, tack again, etc. I try to get one solid tack made at first. First I check for distortion and fit and use the hammer a bit to realign the patch. Then I make another two or three tacks, check again, hammer, and make another two or three tacks. If one area hates being tacked, 1 find another more willing. If the tack melts in without a fuss, then I may weld along a bit longer and make the tack into a "skip weld" about 1/2 to 1-inch long. Skips are more secure than tacks and hold up better when hammering for realignment. Only when the patch is thoroughly tacked about every 1.5 inches do I think about welding, and on this p a r t i c u l a r piece I weld only when the contour is just right. Because I'm gas welding this fairing, the ever-necessary f l u x must be cleansed with hot water thoroughly before hammering; it's not a big deal when the patch is so small. Drying the part before planishing also keeps the steel tools from rusting. Do I try to planish the tacks to a high degree before welding? Sometimes, if the panel is rumply. There have been occasions where I've planished the piece to near perfection (able to polish it and leave it) before welding, just to see if there is an appreciable difference in the post-weld smoothing. Mostly there isn't. If the thing is fairly true (good
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Weld bead Is flat, distortion Is gone, strength is up, and stresses are "massaged" away. The patient survived the graft. The slight wrinkle near the curve of the weld seam indicates a slightly thinner parent metal. Careful planishing will not disturb 0.005-inch variations in thickness.



enough for a couple of heavy primer coats, sanding, and painting), then I commence welding immediately after stainless brushing it clean. The idea is to have a good fit, good tacks,



It still fits! The paint is untouched, and my measurement for the total metal movement is still visible. This airplane took Grand Champion at the EAA Northwest Regional Ry-ln at Arlington.



and a good contour before welding. If the mismatch is a metal thickness or more, then Murphy will have you in his grip and you may suffer long hours before release, if only for a trip to the (plastic filler) can. I try never to start or finish a weld at the edge of a panel because aluminum likes to either back-crack be-
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hind the weld at the start or melt away ahead of you at the f i n i s h . Starting 1 inch in from the edge and welding back out to that edge at both the start and the finish of a seam has saved me a lot of heartache over the years. I then start welding over the top of the previous weld about 1/2 inch back and then run on out into open territory. This prevents those odd (How did that happen?) craterxs on the back side. Now wasn't that easy? All that prep for a quick run to the finish! Well, maybe not, as we have yet to planish the area to a nice finish— and check for fit. Planishing is smoothing by light hammering or rolling. How light? Ideally, so light that you do not stretch the metal enough to lose the contour. Use enough force to relieve distortion, reverse the shrink (welds shrink the metal surface), recover the strength lost from weld-heat annealing, and flatten the weld bead. On t h i s p a r t i c u l a r f a i r i n g piece (which fit so well, unlike its mate on the far side), I was concerned enough to take a measurement on the edge of the fairing, between two scribed points across the patched area. This measurement would then tell me how much it s h r u n k and then again how much I was stretching during the planishing operation. The sum finally equaled zero, and my part fit just right. To flatten the weld I use steel on steel, sometimes a light body hammer like a cross-pein. At other times a slapper works very well, and it controls the surface better. It depends on the surface and the weld's thickness. After flattening the weld I always change to the slapper to level up and stretch a bit more. Because I left the patch flat to begin with, it now needs stretching to achieve the proper shape anyway. So I c l a n k away, methodically making passes back and forth, until the surface is fairly uniform. If I stretch too much, then I use either a plastic dead-blow



h a m m e r or the cross-pein over a small tight shot bag to shrink. No big deal. Going over the panel with the finishing spoon makes it paintready, and it still fits! EAA Technical Counselor Kent White achieved master technician's status in 1976 at Hurrah's Auto Collection, where he restored metal components for aircraft



ami autos. He started his own metal restoration company in 1977 and now teaches, writes, and develops tools for metalworking while he still pounds out parts. He encourages any welder or metalworker, man or woman, to contact him in regard to preserving the traditions of aircraft metalworking. To contact him, call 530/2923506, e-mail www.tinmantech.com, or write to 17167 Salmon Mine Road, Nevada City, CA 95959.
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Fairings, Part II 

(in the second photo) re- veals many ... lighting the thin spots to guide my pen, I mark out ..... Tools and Methods for Better Metalwork .... ward fashion. You see ...
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Plastic Repair - Size 

For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org. Craft & ... schools. GENERAL: Birds Nov-May. Mil tfc. Hlcptrs. Gldrs. Banner-towing. Calm-wind (blo .... of flight. We invite you to make your move now and join us as an.
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Aluminum Gas Welding - Size 

This leading-edge air intake on. EAA's B17, Aluminum .... manufacture heat exchangers. One common failure of these .... Manifold Press. Oil Temp. Oil Pressure.
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Craft & Technique: Composite Aircraft Antennas - Size 

best approach is to get the antenna wire away from the an- tenna as quickly as possible in your routing plans. The rea- .... can be laid flat in the belly of the plane.
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Craft & Technique: Form Blocks, Part I - Size 

steel angle and strap, some ply- wood, and the ... Just clamp one end of the steel angle to. Sport Aviation 97 ... RECORDS entire flight on removable data cards.
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Craft & Technique: Composite Aircraft Antennas 

about selecting the right one and more about installing it correctly on the airplane. Antenna Wiring ... things you should not do when working with the antenna wire. First .... assure the job is done right. ... controls. He flies a Beech Debonair.
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Plastic Repair 

water for three minutes and press the softened bar ... water to speed cooling.) Be careful ... a way of life. A person who knows that it makes good sense to support.
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Craft & Technique: Improving Aircraft Performance 

evaluation of what modifications are right for you. You'll need to wade through all sorts of marketing claims, cost comparisons and, most importantly, safety and ...
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Craft & Technique: Welding Aircraft Stainless 

stainless assemblies on the F-16. Inconel alloys, how- ever, sometimes do require fillers. The Root Side. As with aluminum welding, the root side of nickel al-.
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Craft & Technique: Welding Aircraft Stainless 

stainless assemblies on the F-16. Inconel alloys, how- ever, sometimes do require fillers. The Root Side. As with aluminum welding, the root side of nickel al-.
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Craft & Technique: Annealing Aluminum - Size 
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Craft & Technique: Hammerform Variations - Size 

Making a flying wire fairing. RON COVELL ... We'll use the hammerform process to duplicate this fly- ing wire .... til the soot coating just barely burns off, leaving ...
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Craft & Technique: Tubing Fabrication for Light Aircraft - Size 

MANY AIRCRAFT USE EITHER RIGID tubing or flexible hoses for their hydraulic or pneumatic brake, landing gear, and steer- ing systems. For low-pressure.
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Craft & Technique: Bleedin' Easy - Size 

The day you push on the brake pedal and your air- ... take a deeper interest in the health of your braking system. By understanding .... silicone automobile stuff.
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Craft & Technique: The Wheel - Size 

metal. From these conveniences came "round" parts, which were then used to make even rounder parts, like metal .... To download Cirrus DUATS from the World Wide Web, visit us at .... Aircraft Aluminum Gas Welding System. Rated as the ...
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Craft & technique: Weight & balance - Size 

pound-inches (45) by the total weight ... Act now and we will include an EIS engine information system from Grand ... have full oil, have only unusable fuel,.
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Craft & Technique: Is It Aircraft Grade? 

These come in sheets. 3 feet by 6 feet 8 inches high, the size of a door. This plywood is generically known as lauan (sounds like lu-wan with the accent on the ...
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Aluminum Gas Welding 

corner on .063 after much practice. This series of photos .... ket zingers, 3-in-l pot metal alloys, and various ..... Download our brochure at: www.menzimeraircraft.com. Bezel. Switches ... builders often don't leak-test the parts produced using.
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Craft & Technique: Getting the Scoop - Size 
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Craft & Technique: Wheeling a Wingtip - Size 

Wingtip. Shaping metal with a bench-top English wheel. RON COVELL ... that matches the contours of the wingtip for a Ryan. A chipboard pattern is ... tom, test fit the panel against the buck to gauge the ..... (plus 4 unswitched inputs). â€¢ 4-Place 
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Craft & Technique: Servicing Your Spark Plugs - Size 

ting past the intake valve guide or worn (or not broken-in) piston rings. ... Make a scraper from an old hacksaw blade. With a bench grinder create a probe 1/8 ...
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Craft & Technique: Torque Wrench Care - Size 

When you use any wrench, you have a feel for how tightly ... Most wrenches, though, were sent in just to verify they were .... writer and consultant based near.
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Craft & Technique: New Technology Report - Size 

of fuel burn or range information. This type of functionality requires newer gauge technology. One solution to calculating this information is to purchase an.
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female die is made and the male die is simply a ... pounds of force to the male press- ing die only once to ... for download and analysis on your PC. GRAPHS the ...
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